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ABSTRACT

A conceptual bulk model for a dry, convective boundary layer with prescribed horizontally homogeneous

and heterogeneous low-level radiative cooling rates is developed. For horizontally homogeneous radiative

cooling, the response of the system to varying its prescribed parameters is explored and formulated in terms of

nondimensional parameters. Large-eddy simulations with prescribed radiative cooling rates match the results

of the bulk model well. It is found that, depending on the strength of the surface coupling, the height of the

boundary layer (BL) either increases or decreases in response to increasing radiative BL cooling. Another

property of the system is that, for increasing surface temperature, the BL temperature decreases if the pre-

scribed radiative BL cooling rates are strong. This counterintuitive behavior is caused by the formulation of

the entrainment rate at the inversion. Heterogeneous radiative BL cooling is found to cause a circulation

induced by pressure deviations between the area of weak radiative BL cooling and the area of strong radiative

BL cooling. Including the feedback of the induced circulation on the BL in a two-column model leads to a

modified equilibrium state, in which a weakened horizontal BL flow of about 1m s21 is maintained for dif-

ferences in radiative BL cooling rates larger than 1K day21. Such a circulation strength is comparable to a

shallow circulation caused by surface temperature differences of a few kelvins. Spatial differences in radiative

BL cooling should therefore be considered as a first-order effect for the formation of shallow circulations.

1. Introduction

In numerical simulations of radiative convective

equilibrium (RCE), convection can aggregate by spon-

taneous clustering of randomly distributed convective

cells into organized mesoscale convection despite ho-

mogeneous boundary conditions (e.g., Held et al. 1993;

Bretherton et al. 2005). This self-aggregation occurs

under a wide range of circumstances: coupled or fixed

surface boundary conditions, explicit or parameterized

convection, and different model domain sizes and res-

olutions (e.g., Muller and Held 2012; Coppin and Bony

2015; Hohenegger and Stevens 2016). Various mecha-

nisms have been proposed to initiate, maintain, or

counteract self-aggregation (Bretherton et al. 2005;

Muller and Held 2012; Craig and Mack 2013; Jeevanjee

and Romps 2013; Wing and Emanuel 2013; Emanuel

et al. 2014; Coppin and Bony 2015; Holloway and

Woolnough 2016). One of these is a low-level radiative

cooling–circulation feedback: A circulation induced by

low-level radiative cooling transports moist static energy

upgradient from dry, nonconvective areas into moist,

convective areas,1 thereby acting as a positive feed-

back (Fig. 1, left and middle; Bretherton et al. 2005;

Muller and Held 2012; Wing and Emanuel 2013; Muller

and Bony 2015). In this study, we investigate how

low-level radiative cooling in nonconvecting areas af-

fects the boundary layer (BL) structure and its dynam-

ics. To do so, we develop a conceptual model with

prescribed radiative cooling rates and analyze the

resulting circulation.

In RCE simulations of organized convection, the BL

structure differs between the convective and the non-

convective regions. Radiation profiles show strong

longwave radiative cooling rates near the BL top of the

nonconvective region because the free troposphere (FT)

dries as a result of subsidence, which leads to small
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1We adopt the terminology used inRCEmodeling studies where

‘‘convective areas’’ include deep convective cells that organize into

mesoscale clusters, and in ‘‘nonconvective areas’’ deep convection

is suppressed by subsidence, but shallow clouds might still be

present.
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downward longwave radiative fluxes. The longwave cool-

ing of theBL is offset only partially by shortwave radiation

and results in a net radiative cooling rate of several kelvins

per day (Fig. 1, right). In the nonconvective region, the BL

is shallower, and its temperature is lower than in the

convective region. Dynamically, the BL is characterized

by near-surface winds from the nonconvective region to

the convective region on the order of a meter per sec-

ond, both at the onset of aggregation (Fig. 1, left) and in

the aggregated state (Hohenegger and Stevens 2016,

Fig. 1 therein). Just above the BL top, a return flow

develops, which, together with the near-surface wind,

forms a shallow circulation (Fig. 1, middle). This shallow

circulation is superimposed on the primary, deep circu-

lation associated with deep convection and transports

moist static energy into the energy-rich, convecting re-

gions, thus supporting convection. Particularly on large

scales, this raises the question as to what extent radiative

processes in the lower nonconvecting atmosphere are

important in determining the structure of regions of

deep convection.

In addition to the idealized RCE simulations, a sec-

ondary, shallow circulation is also observed and mod-

eled in the vicinity of the intertropical convergence zone

(ITCZ) (e.g., Trenberth et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2008). A

shallow meridional circulation is superimposed on the

Hadley cell, with the descending branch in the sub-

sidence regions of the subtropics, the ascending branch

in the ITCZ, and horizontal flows connecting the

branches near the surface and just above the BL. Three

mechanisms are proposed to cause a shallow meridional

circulation over tropical oceans: strong sea surface

temperature gradients, which induce a sea breeze

(Nolan et al. 2007), shallow convection in subsiding re-

gions and the associated latent heating (Wu 2003), and

radiative cooling at the BL top in subsiding regions due

to a dry FT (Wang et al. 2005; Nishant et al. 2016). Both

surface temperature gradients and radiative cooling at

the BL top can enhance precipitation in the ITCZ region

by up to 20% (Wang et al. 2005; Sobel and Neelin 2006).

In addition, surface temperature gradients are also

known to affect pressure gradients in the tropics, BL

convergence, and thereby the strength of the ITCZ (e.g.,

Lindzen and Nigam 1987; Neelin and Held 1987; Sobel

and Neelin 2006; Back and Bretherton 2009; Fermepin

and Bony 2014). Shallow convection has been shown

to influence the ITCZ and tropical cyclone tracks

(Tiedtke et al. 1988; Neggers et al. 2007; Torn and Davis

2012). However, those arguments do not rule out an

important role of radiatively driven low-level circula-

tions, because both surface temperature gradients and

shallow convection can strongly influence radiative

cooling rates in the subsidence regions and vice versa

(Nishant et al. 2016).

Interpretation of the role of shallow circulations

has been advanced by several conceptual studies:

Nicholls et al. (1991), Wu et al. (2000), and Wu (2003)

show how heat sources and sinks induce vertical motion

and horizontal circulation and that a surface circula-

tion can be driven by a shallow heat source and not by

an elevated heat source above the BL top. In two-

column models, large-scale, deep circulation arises from

FIG. 1. The BL structure from an RCE simulation with 3-km grid spacing. (left) Water vapor path and surface wind in a subset of

the domain at the onset of aggregation. (middle) The x component of the wind vector at the cross section indicated in the left panel.

(right) Profiles of the net radiative cooling rate Q and the virtual potential temperature uy in the aggregated state. Solid lines show

time averages for 1 day; dashed lines show the minimum and maximum of snapshots from that day. The mean radiative BL cooling

QBL in the nonconvective area is approximately 24 K day21 and in the convective area approximately 0 K day21. The data cor-

respond to the simulation named U500 from Hohenegger and Stevens (2016), in which the SST is calculated interactively from an

ocean mixed-layer model with 500-m depth. Because the ocean mixed layer is deep, the SST is almost homogeneous in the domain

with a value of 301 K.
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radiative–convective feedbacks with and without

surface temperature gradients (Pierrehumbert 1995;

Nilsson and Emanuel 1999; Raymond and Zeng 2000).

Analyzing the interplay between radiation, moisture,

and convection, Emanuel et al. (2014) and Beucler and

Cronin (2016) find that instabilities, which correspond to

the self-aggregation of convection, depend on the ver-

tical structure of water vapor and are favored for high

BL humidity.

In a stably stratified fluid and in the absence of other

diabatic heat sources or sinks, radiative cooling is to a

good approximation balanced by subsidence warming.

This balance accounts for the weak temperature gradi-

ents in the tropical FT and is used as an assumption in

many models (Sobel and Bretherton 2000). If radiative

cooling is concentrated in a well-mixed BL, as is typical

in the BL over tropical oceans, the weak temperature

gradient approximation is not valid and the dynamical

response of the flow is less clear. The lack of stratifica-

tion in the BL implies that radiative cooling cannot be

balanced by warming due to vertical motion but must be

balanced by other processes, such as surface fluxes or

entrainment at the inversion.

In this study, we aim to understand to what extent

low-level radiative cooling drives subsidence and a cir-

culation in the BL.We develop a conceptual bulk model

that applies the weak temperature gradient approxi-

mation in the FT, and for the BL assumes a balance of

radiative cooling, surface fluxes, and entrainment at the

inversion. The flux-jump relation is used to describe

entrainment across the inversion at the BL top (Ball

1960; Deardorff et al. 1969) and this entrainment is then

expressed as a fraction of the surface flux (e.g., Stevens

2006). Without subsidence from above, the standard dry

convective BL bulk model describes the growth of the

BL in time. With subsidence in the FT, the deepening of

the BL can be balanced, and an equilibrium state of the

BL is reached. This equilibrium depends on the strength

of the radiative BL cooling, the surface temperature,

and the stratification in the FT. For a horizontally

heterogeneous radiative cooling in the BL (such as in

the convective and the nonconvective areas of Fig. 1),

different equilibrium states will be reached, which

causes a pressure difference that leads to a compensat-

ing circulation.

We use a conceptual model to explore the link be-

tween low-level radiative cooling, surface forcing, BL

properties, and such a circulation. How effective is ra-

diative BL cooling vis a vis surface temperature changes

in changing BL properties? Does horizontally hetero-

geneous radiative cooling in the BL induce a shallow

circulation? And if so, how does the strength of such a

circulation depend on the radiative cooling rate? The

findings can then be used as an interpretative framework

for understanding the role of radiative cooling in non-

convective areas for the structure of convection. In this

study, we focus on the case of the dry BL. The basic

dynamics that our model illustrates is important for the

interpretation of the response of moist flows, including

links to regions of deep convection, but the explicit

consideration of moisture effects will be taken up in a

future study.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In

section 2, we develop and analyze a conceptual model

for horizontally homogeneous radiative cooling and

compare its equilibrium state to large-eddy simulations

(LES). In section 3, we extend this conceptual model to

the case of heterogeneous radiative cooling and ana-

lyze the induced horizontal flow and its feedback on the

BL. Finally, in section 4, we give some concluding

remarks.

2. A bulk model for horizontally homogeneous
radiative cooling

The conceptual bulk model developed in this section

represents a region characterized by subsidence in the

FT, wFT, which dries the FT, sharpens the BL inversion,

and allows for strong radiative cooling from the BL

(Fig. 2). It is akin to the situation encountered in non-

convective areas of organized convection. In analogy to

Fig. 1, we prescribe distinct radiative cooling rates both

in the BL and in the FT,QBL andQFT, respectively. We

formulate the bulk model in terms of a dry, convective

BL and analyze the response of the BL to prescribed

changes in QBL. Besides the radiative cooling rates, the

temperature profile in the FT, uFT, as well as the surface

temperature usfc are prescribed.

a. Formulation of the basic equations and
comparison with LES

We assume that the system is in equilibrium and that

the BL is well mixed so that the potential temperature in

the BL, uBL, is constant with height. Then the budget

equations are as follows (e.g., Stevens 2006):

›u
BL

›t
5Q

BL
1

1

h
(w

e
Du1F

u
)5 0, (1)

›u
FT

›t
5Q

FT
2Gw

FT
5 0, and (2)

›h

›t
5w

e
1w

FT
5 0. (3)

Here, h is the BL height, we the entrainment velocity at

the inversion, Fu the kinematic surface heat flux, and

G 5 ›uFT/›z the temperature gradient in the FT.
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The inversion strength Du is defined as the tempera-

ture jump at the inversion:

Du5 u
0
1Gh2 u

BL
, (4)

where u0 is a reference surface temperature to de-

termine uFT(z $ h) 5 u0 1 Gz. Equation (1) applies the

flux-jump relation; that is, it is assumed that the kine-

matic vertical heat flux at the inversion is related to the

product of the entrainment velocity and the temperature

jump at the inversion (w0u0h 52weDu; Ball 1960;

Deardorff et al. 1969). Equation (2) expresses the

weak temperature gradient assumption (Sobel and

Bretherton 2000), which is valid in the FT but not in the

BL (see Fig. 1, right).

Additionally, we apply two closure assumptions that

are often applied in bulk models of a dry convective

boundary layer (e.g., Stevens 2006):

w
e
5

AF
u

Du
and (5)

F
u
5C

d
V(u

sfc
2 u

BL
). (6)

The inversion entrainment efficiency A in Eq. (5) is

determined by the flow. We fix A on the basis of LES

(setup described below) as discussed by Deardorff et al.

(1974): instead of employing the entrainment flux min-

imum influenced by the gradual inversion in the LES, we

interpolate to a minimum value that would emerge in

the case of a temperature jump at the inversion as it is

assumed in the conceptual model. The derivation and

physical interpretation of A is discussed by Garcia and

Mellado (2014), and the sensitivity of BL properties on

the value of A has been studied, for example, by van

Heerwaarden et al. (2009). The second closure equation,

Eq. (6), is a simple bulk aerodynamic law formulation

of the surface heat flux withCd being the drag coefficient

and V the background wind speed, which can be asso-

ciated with a large-scale circulation, for example, caused

by deep convective regions. The surface velocity scale

CdV5 Fu /(usfc 2 uBL) has the same order of magnitude

as we.

Prescribing seven parameters (QBL, QFT, G, u0, usfc, A,

andCdV), these six equations [Eqs. (1)–(6)] yield a closed

system and can be solved for six variables: h, uBL, Du, Fu,

we, andwFT. To gain some insight into the behavior of the

bulkmodel, we first set all parameters constant except for

QBL. The values of the parameters are set to approxi-

mately resemble the state of organized convection, ex-

cept for A, which is fixed on the basis of LES of the dry

convective boundary layer (Table 1). According to the

weak temperature gradient assumption [Eq. (2)] and the

equilibrium of the BL height [Eq. (3)], wFT and we are

then also constant. With the parameter values in Table 1,

wFT 5 2we 5 20.0023ms21, where both vertical veloc-

ities are defined positive upward. The other four variables

(h, uBL, Du, and Fu) change with QBL.

With stronger radiative BL cooling (i.e., more neg-

ative QBL), uBL decreases (Fig. 3). A decrease in uBL
causes an increase in Fu and an increase in Du. In

equilibrium, the changes in Fu and Du are proportional

to each other because we is kept constant [Eqs. (3)

and (5)]. The response of h to a change in radiative BL

cooling is more intricate. A negative perturbation in

QBL or uBL perturbs we both through an increase in Fu

and in Du. Depending on whether the effect of Fu or

Du dominates, h increases or decreases until an equi-

librium is reached, in which we returns to its original

value before the perturbation, that is, equal to wFT

[Eq. (3)]. For the set of parameters given in Table 1,

stronger radiative BL cooling results in a decrease in h

in equilibrium. We will show later that, for a different

FIG. 2. Sketch of the bulkmodel with some characteristic variables.

See text for explanation of the variables.

TABLE 1. Prescribed parameters used in this study if not explicitly

stated otherwise. Parameters in the top eight rows are introduced in

section 2; parameters in the bottom two rows are introduced in section 3.

Parameter Value

QBL 21.0 to 26.0 K day21

QFT 21.0 K day21

G 5.0 K km21

u0 298.0 K

usfc 301.0 K

A 0.41

Cd 0.001

V 5m s21

Xp 20 km

X1 5 X2 100 km
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set of parameter values, h can also increase with

stronger radiative BL cooling.

The results of the bulk model agree very well with

results from LES, both in their absolute values and in

their response to changing the prescribed parameters

(Fig. 3, also Fig. 4). To conduct such a comparison, we

run the University of California, Los Angeles, LES

(UCLA-LES) (Stevens et al. 2005; Stevens 2007) with

horizontally homogeneous, prescribed radiative cooling

in the BL and the FT. The BL height is diagnosed in-

teractively as the height of maximum temperature var-

iance and the radiative cooling rates are adapted

accordingly for each time step. The LES is used in a

simplified setup to match the input parameters of the

bulk model: 1) for the surface flux we use Eq. (6) with a

fixed CdV value as in the bulk model and apply the

temperature difference between the first model level and

the surface to approximate a value for (usfc2 uBL); 2) we

apply the weak temperature gradient approximation in

the FT (Sobel and Bretherton 2000) by adding a sub-

sidence velocity in the temperature equation. In the BL,

we let the subsidence velocity decrease linearly from its

FT value at the inversion height to zero at the surface.

This allows us to include the effect of subsidence

warming in the FT and at the inversion in a consistent

manner while the effect in the BL is small. Three-

dimensional simulations are performed with horizontal

grid spacing of 50m, vertical grid spacing of 25m below

2000m, and a vertically stretched grid above. Domain

size is 6.4 km3 6.4 km in the horizontal and 5.5 km in the

vertical. Simulations are run for 10 days, that is, for a few

more days after equilibrium is reached (usually after

7 days). The model output is averaged over the last

simulation day.

The good agreement between the bulk model and

the LES confirms that the ansatz of our mixed-layer

model captures all processes important for the equi-

librium state of the BL. It also suggests that the closure

assumption for the entrainment velocity [Eq. (5)] works

well because one fixed value for A is sufficient to

reproduce agreement for a range of parameters (here,

in particular, QBL). This allows us to extend the bulk

model to analyze a circulation induced by horizontally

heterogeneous radiative BL cooling in section 3.

Before we do so, we now highlight some more general

features of the bulk model with horizontally homo-

geneous radiative cooling. We also derive a non-

dimensional formulation that identifies the essential

parameters of the conceptual model and provides a

general parameterization for any combination of pa-

rameters in the BL and in the FT.

FIG. 3. Temperature profiles as a function of radiativeBL cooling

from the bulk model (black) and the LES (blue). Prescribed pa-

rameters are given in Table 1.

FIG. 4. The BL properties as a function of radiative BL cooling

from the bulk model (lines) and the LES (markers). The control

case uses the prescribed parameters given in Table 1 (i.e., CdV 5
0.005m s21 and usfc5 301K) and corresponds to the profiles shown

in Fig. 3. For the other two cases, all parameters are the same, but

either CdV or usfc is increased.
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b. General properties of the bulk model

The values and rates of change of the four variables

(h, uBL, Du , and Fu) with radiative BL cooling depend

on all prescribed parameters given in Table 1. In the

following, we will focus on the effect of changes in CdV

(surface coupling) and usfc (surface warming) and then

discuss the results in terms of different temperature

regimes.

1) SURFACE COUPLING

According to Eq. (6), CdV describes the response

of Fu to a temperature difference between the surface

and the BL; that is, larger CdV correspond to a

stronger coupling to the surface. A typical value forCd

is 0.001 and for V is 5m s21. Therefore, an increase in

CdV can be interpreted as stronger surface coupling

due to an increase in background wind speed V or due

to an increase in surface roughness, expressed in terms

of Cd. As expected, both the bulk model and the LES

show an increase of Fu with increasing CdV, which

becomes more pronounced for stronger radiative BL

cooling (Fig. 4).

Unexpectedly, the strength of the surface coupling

affects the response of h to QBL and can lead to either

increasing or decreasing h with stronger radiative BL

cooling depending on the value of CdV. This is due to

dependencies between Fu, QBL, and h. Inserting Eq. (5)

into Eq. (1) gives h 5 2(1 1 A)Fu /QBL. Therefore, the

change of the BL height depends on how fast the surface

flux changes with increasing radiative BL cooling, which

depends on the surface coupling as measured by CdV. If

Fu increases faster than the magnitude of QBL, h in-

creases; but if Fu increases less rapidly than the magni-

tude of QBL, h decreases.

Analytically, this behavior can be understood by

solving Eqs. (1)–(6) for h, which gives

h5

u
sfc

2 u
0

G

12
Q

BL

(A1 1)C
d
VG

2
A

A1 1

Q
BL

Q
FT

. (7)

Differentiating Eq. (7) with respect toQBL, one can show

that ›h/›QBL5 0 for a threshold ofCdVthres52QFT/(AG)
(50.0056ms21 for the parameters given in Table 1).

Below this threshold, h decreases with stronger radiative

BL cooling (Fig. 5, top) and the decrease is strongest

for CdV ’ 0.003m s21. Above CdVthres, h increases

for stronger radiative BL cooling.

Physically, we can explain this behavior as follows. A

negative perturbation in QBL causes a negative pertur-

bation in uBL, and both Fu and Du increase. If Fu

increases faster than Du, we [Eq. (5)] and hence h

increases; if Du increases faster than Fu, we and hence h

decreases.A perturbation in h implies a change inDu, and
eventually a new equilibrium is reached, in which we is

back to its original value before the perturbation, that is,

equal to wFT [Eq. (3)]. Depending on the strength of the

surface coupling, h has either increased or decreased.

2) SURFACE WARMING

Irrespective of the value of CdV, the model also pre-

dicts some nonintuitive behavior in the response to

surface warming. For the most part, the BL responds as

one might expect to an increase in usfc: h, Du, and Fu all

increase (Fig. 4). This is expected as a positive pertur-

bation in usfc increases the temperature difference to the

BL and therefore Fu. Higher Fu leads to more vigorous

turbulence in the BL and an increase in h, which results

FIG. 5. (top) Change of the BL height with radiative BL cooling

as a function of surface coupling. Negative values mean that the BL

height decreases for stronger radiative BL cooling. (middle)

Change of the BL potential temperature with radiative BL cooling

as a function of surface potential temperature. (bottom) Change of

the BL potential temperature with surface potential temperature

as a function of the ratio of radiative cooling in the BL and in

the FT.
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in an increase in Du, all else equal. The BL temperature,

however, shows a different, interesting behavior. For

weak radiative BL cooling rates, uBL increases as ex-

pected with increasing usfc. But for strong radiative

BL cooling rates, this behavior reverses, which seems

counterintuitive: uBL decreases with increasing usfc; that

is, a surface warming leads to a net cooling of the BL.

In between, for a threshold of QBL,thres 5 23.4Kday21,

uBL is independent of usfc (and of CdV).

The reversal of the change of uBL with usfc can

be explained by analyzing uBL more closely. Solving

Eqs. (1)–(6) for uBL gives

u
BL

5
u
0
1K

1
u
sfc

11K
1

, with

K
1
5

�
A2 (A1 1)

Q
FT

Q
BL

�
C

d
V

w
FT

.

(8)

Differentiating Eq. (8) with respect toQBL shows that

›uBL/›QBL is linearly dependent on usfc with more

negative values for higher usfc; that is, uBL decreases

faster than QBL for higher usfc (Fig. 5, middle).

Differentiating Eq. (8) with respect to usfc gives

›u
BL

›u
sfc

5
K

1

11K
1

. (9)

It can be seen that ›uBL/›usfc 5 0 for K1 5 0, that is, if

QBL/QFT 5 (A1 1)/A5 3.4. InsertingK1 5 0 in Eq. (8)

shows that uBL 5 u0 and that uBL becomes independent of

usfc (andCdV) in this situation. ForQBL/QFT, (A1 1)/A,

uBL increases with usfc, and, forQBL/QFT. (A1 1)/A, uBL
decreases with usfc (Fig. 5, bottom).While the zero crossing

is independent of all parameters exceptA, themagnitudeof

the change of uBL with usfc depends on QFT and QBL, and

absolute values are largest for weak radiative FT cooling.

Physically, this phenomenon can be explained by com-

bining the budget equation for uBL [Eq. (1)] and the clo-

sure equation for the entrainment [Eq. (5)], which shows

that entrainment heating of the BL,weDu/h, is a fixed ratio
of the negative value of the radiative BL cooling rate:

w
e
Du

h
5

A

A1 1
(2Q

BL
)’ 30%(2Q

BL
). (10)

Therefore, for fixed QBL and fixed QFT/G 5 we, the

ratio Du/h has to be the same in different equilibrium

states. If usfc is increased, Fu increases as a result of a

larger difference between uBL and usfc. Increasing Fu

leads to more vigorous convective plumes and turbu-

lence, thus h increases. For a fixed uBL, an increase in h

means that Du increases (Fig. 6). To keep the ratio Du/h
constant as implied by Eq. (10), Du has to increase

exactly proportional to h. This is only the case if uBL 5
u0 [Eq. (4), Fig. 6b]. If uBL 6¼ u0, uBL has to adjust so

that Du changes proportionally to h. For uBL. u0,

Du increases overproportionately due to an increase in

h. To compensate for this overproportional change, uBL
needs to increase (Fig. 6a). Vice versa, for uBL , u0,

Du increases underproportionately due to an increase

in h. To compensate for this underproportional change,

uBL needs to decrease (Fig. 6c).

To keep we constant in our idealized configuration,

Du has to increase proportionally to h, for a givenQBL. In

nature, however, a decrease of uBL with increasing usfc
might be difficult to observe because other effects ranging

from humidity gradients to a nonlinear profile of free-

tropospheric temperature gradient may obscure such ef-

fects. Also, we expect that the radiative cooling rate of the

BL will be less strong for increasing usfc, which leads to an

increase in uBL. Such a radiative feedback could over-

compensate the decrease in uBL described before.

3) TEMPERATURE REGIMES

Further analyzing Eq. (8), three temperature regimes

can be distinguished depending on the radiative cooling

in the BL and in the FT (Fig. 7). Because radiation is not

allowed to directly drive entrainment in the bulk

model, a positive surface flux is required for an equi-

librium, nonzero BL height; that is, uBL , usfc. From

Eq. (8), it can be seen that if usfc 5 u0, the solution is

unphysical because it directly follows that uBL5 usfc and

therefore Fu5 0. Provided that usfc 6¼ u0, we can identify

three regimes. Regime I and regime II are separated by

the limiting case of uBL 5 u0, which requires

Q
BL

5
11A

A
Q

FT
(11)

and has been discussed earlier in section 2b(2). In

regime I, uBL . u0, and the BL warms when usfc in-

creases. In regime II, uBL , u0, and the BL cools when

usfc increases. All the combination of parameters dis-

cussed earlier and in section 3 are situated within re-

gime I and regime II.

There is, however, a third regime, which is sepa-

rated from regime II by the limiting case of uBL/ 0K.

Then the numerator of Eq. (8) has to go to zero, which

gives

Q
BL

5
(11A)C

d
VGQ

FT
u
sfc

AC
d
VGu

sfc
1Q

FT
u
0

(12)

For usfc / u0, this is the limiting case between a regime

that has physical solutions only if usfc, u0 (regime III in

Fig. 7) and a regime that has physical solutions only if

usfc. u0 (regime I and II). Regime III cannot be
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reached for strong radiative cooling in the FT with

2QFT . ACdVGusfc/u0 (where ACdVG 5 0.9Kday21

for the values in Table 1), because the denominator of

Eq. (12) needs to be positive for a positive uBL. For strong

radiative FT cooling, the solution of the system becomes

unphysical if usfc , u0. Although regime III has physical

solutions for usfc , u0 and weak radiative FT cooling, we

do not discuss these solutions further in this study because

we are primarily interested in situations withmoderate to

strong FT subsidence (like in Fig. 1).

Physically, the limit of weak radiative FT cooling in

regime III can be explained by the required balance

between FT subsidence and the entrainment velocity at

the inversion: According to the weak temperature gra-

dient assumption [Eq. (2)], strong radiative FT cooling

leads to strong subsidence. This subsidence is balanced

by we [Eq. (3)], which is proportional to Fu /Du [Eq. (5)].
Therefore, strong entrainment can only be achieved if Fu

is large and if Du is small. Both conditions cannot be

fulfilled at the same time if usfc , u0 because large Fu

requires that uBL is substantially smaller than usfc
[Eq. (6)], but smallDu requires that uBL is close to u0 [Eq.
(4)]. Because h is also connected to Du [Eq. (4)], the BL
collapses for strong radiative FT cooling if it cannot be

balanced by strong entrainment, i.e., if usfc , u0.

c. Nondimensional formulation

Besides CdV, usfc, and QBL, whose effects on the sys-

tem are discussed in detail above, the properties of the

FT can also change the state of the BL and its response

to increasing radiative BL cooling. This dependence on

FT properties can be easily embedded in the previous

analysis with the help of dimensional analysis. As we

show next, the dimensional analysis provides a complete

representation of the system.

FromEqs. (2) and (3), we note thatwFT52we5QBL/G.
Rewriting Eqs. (1), (4), (5), and (6) in terms of tem-

perature anomalies gives the following:

hQ
BL

1 (11A)F
u
5 0, (13)

u
BL

2 u
0
5Gh2Du , (14)

Du52
AF

u

w
FT

, and (15)

F
u
5C

d
V[(u

sfc
2 u

0
)2 (u

BL
2 u

0
)] . (16)

Given wFT, QBL, usfc2 u0, A, CdV, and G, these equa-

tions can be solved for h, uBL 2 u0, Du, and Fu. With this

FIG. 7. In the parameter space of QFT and QBL, three tempera-

ture regimes are identified. In regimes I and II, usfc. 0. See text for

further explanation.

FIG. 6. Surface warming can either lead to a net warming or a net cooling of the

BL depending on the prescribed radiative cooling rates in the bulk model: an increase in

usfc, all else being equal, leads to an initial increase in h and Du. Because the ratio Du/h has

to be kept constant, uBL needs to adjust. (a) uBL increases for u0 , uBL, (b) uBL is in-

dependent of usfc for u0 5 uBL, or (c) uBL decreases for uBL , u0. See text for more detailed

explanation.
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formulation, we have three dimensions left: length, time,

and temperature. We choose three reference parame-

ters, wFT, usfc2 u0, and G, to formulate characteristic

scales for velocity, wFT, temperature, usfc2 u0, and

length, L0 5 (usfc2 u0)/G.
Now, we can rearrange Eqs. (13)–(16) and obtain the

four normalized variables we are looking for:

h

L
0

5
V̂

(12 V̂)Q̂1 V̂
, (17)

u
BL

2 u
0

u
sfc

2 u
0

5
h

L
0

(12 Q̂) , (18)

Du

u
sfc
2 u

0

5
h

L
0

Q̂, and (19)

F
u

2w
FT
(u

sfc
2 u

0
)
5

h

L
0

Q̂

A
(20)

as functions of only three parameters:

Q̂5
A

11A

Q
BL

Q
FT

, V̂5A
C

d
V

2w
FT

, and A . (21)

The principle behavior of the bulk model can therefore

be explored by varying only these three parameters. The

last parameter, A, is strictly not an external parameter,

but rather determined by the flow, which we fix on the

basis of LES, where it is found to be constant (within an

uncertainty because ofmodel resolution). A change in Q̂

can be interpreted in analog to a change in QBL and a

change in V̂ in analog to a change in CdV. The condition

V̂5 1 distinguishes the velocity regimes discussed in

section 2b(1): for V̂, 1, the BL height decreases with a

stronger radiative BL cooling, whereas it increases for

V̂. 1. The condition Q̂5 1 distinguishes the tempera-

ture regimes discussed in sections 2b(2) and 2b(3): for

Q̂, 1, the BL temperature increases with a higher sur-

face temperature, whereas it decreases for Q̂. 1.

Therefore, the principle behavior of the model equa-

tions for any set of parameters, including the FT pa-

rameters, can be derived from the results obtained by

varying QBL, usfc, and CdV. We limit the discussion to

these parameters also in the following section 3.

3. Circulation induced by low-level radiative
cooling

Having found good agreement between the bulk

model and the LES for horizontally homogeneous ra-

diative cooling in section 2, we are now interested in

how horizontally heterogeneous radiative cooling in

the BL can drive a shallow larger-scale circulation.

This circulation will then not be driven by surface

temperature differences, but by differences in radiative

cooling, for instance, associated with differences in the

water vapor path above the BL. To do so, we use the

case of vertically homogeneous radiative cooling (i.e.,

QBL 5QFT 521Kday21) as a reference in one region

and increase the radiative BL cooling in a neighboring

region. First, we discuss how to calculate the flow in the

absence of feedbacks between the regions. This can be

thought of as the strength of the flow that is associated

with the pressure gradients that would arise from the

thermodynamic differences in the two regions. In a

second step, we allow for a shallow return flow and the

feedback of the flow on the BL properties.

a. Flow speed

Increasing radiative cooling rates in the BL change the

equilibrium temperature profile for homogeneous radia-

tive cooling (Fig. 3) and hence the pressure profile. In-

tegrating the hydrostatic equation over height gives the

barometric formula, which is applied stepwise for height

ranges with a linear temperature profile to calculate the

pressure profile. Assuming that the pressure at a fixed

height above the BL is the same in both regions and un-

affected by what happens below it, a pressure deviation

compared to the case with vertically homogeneous radi-

ative cooling is calculated. This pressure deviation dp0

increases toward the surface, where it reaches its maxi-

mum, and also increases with increasing radiative BL

cooling (Fig. 8a) because colder air is denser and heavier.

Near theBL top, negative values of dp0 occur as a result of
the change of the BL height with radiative BL cooling,

that is, because the FT air is warmer and therefore lighter

than BL air at the same height. Both the shape and the

magnitude of the profiles of dp0 computed with the bulk

model agree well with LES. Also, the profile of dp0

resembles well the shape of the horizontal flow speed

between dry and moist patches found in simulations of

organized convection (Fig. 1, middle).

To calculate the flow that arises from dp0, which is

caused by the difference in radiative BL cooling as de-

scribed above, we first formulate a momentum equation

that is valid for the sum of the background flow V and

the secondary circulation caused by the difference in

radiative BL cooling. The simplified momentum equa-

tion neglects the Coriolis effect and assumes an equi-

librium between the acceleration due to drag ad and the

acceleration due to a pressure gradient

a
d
52r21›p

›x
, (22)

where r is the air density, which varies little in the

BL. Because we consider a horizontal area with the
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boundaries at the cold column and at the warm column,

the horizontal velocity difference between these bound-

aries is zero, and the advection termdrops out. Integrating

Eq. (22) from the surface to the BL height, neglecting

drag at the inversion, and assuming a linear decrease of

the horizontal pressure gradient with height gives

C
d
ŷ2 5 r21 h

X
p

dp̂ , (23)

whereXp5 20km is the horizontal extent of the pressure

gradient (cf. to Fig. 1, left), which is a prescribed pa-

rameter (Table 1). Furthermore, ŷ and dp̂ are the BL

mean flow velocity and the BL mean pressure deviation,

respectively. They can be written as the sum of their

background contribution (V andP) and the deviation due

to a secondary circulation (ŷ0 and p̂0), that is, ŷ5V1 ŷ0

and p̂5P1 p̂0. We consider the case where the back-

ground flow and the secondary circulation are directed in

the same direction (ŷ. 0). Subtracting the background

state, CdV
2 5 r21(h/Xp)dP, from Eq. (23) gives

C
d
(ŷ02 1 2Vŷ0)5 r21 h

X
p

dp̂0 , (24)

where dp̂0 5 1/2dp02
sfc/(dp

0
sfc 2 dp0

h). Here, we assume

that a negative dp̂0 has no effect on the BL flow but is

implicitly considered later in a return flow. The factor

dp0
sfc/ (dp

0
sfc 2 dp0

h) ensures that only the positive pressure

perturbations in the BL are taken into account. In

Eq. (24), 2Vŷ0 is a cross term in the drag formulation that

is caused by the interaction between the background

flow and the secondary circulation. Solving Eq. (24) for

ŷ0 finally leads to

ŷ0 52V1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V2 1

1

C
d
r

h

X
p

dp̂0
s

. (25)

It can be seen that, for a given pressure deviation, ŷ0 is
always smaller if V . 0 than without a background flow

because friction is more effective at higher flow speed.

Like the pressure deviation, ŷ0 increases with in-

creasing radiative BL cooling (Fig. 8, right). Hence, the

BL divergence also increases with increasing radiative

BL cooling. Because no feedback of the flow on the BL

structure is included yet, ŷ0 represents an initial flow

speed for the case of two separate regions with different

radiative BL cooling each in equilibrium, which are then

abruptly allowed to interact. As expected, such an initial

ŷ0is considerably higher than the flow speed of a shallow

circulation between dry and moist patches found in

simulations of organized convection (Fig. 1, middle;

Hohenegger and Stevens 2016). Also, hydrodynamic

effects on the pressure gradient and the detailed flow

FIG. 8. (left) Profiles of pressure deviation from the case with vertically homogeneous radiative cooling for the

LES (blue) and the bulk model (black). (right) Initial flow velocity of the secondary circulation due to dp̂0 as
a function of the radiative BL cooling according to Eq. (25).
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dynamics are not taken into account. This is justified

here because we are interested in the first-order re-

sponse of the system to the thermal contrast set by ra-

diative cooling. Nevertheless, the subtleties in the

pressure adjustment merit further investigation, for ex-

ample, by formulating a continuous (x resolved) form of

the momentum equation or by using LES.

b. Two-column model including circulation feedback

To allow for feedbacks between two regions with

different radiative BL cooling rates, we formulate a

two-column model, where the radiative BL cooling is

stronger in column 1 than in column 2 (Fig. 9). With

the prescribed parameters in Table 1, this leads to a

shallower BL in column 1 and a near-surface flow from

column 1 to column 2, which advects colder air into

column 2. We assume that a return flow ŷ0rfl, which is

needed to conserve mass in the domain, is located

below the inversion in column 2 but above the in-

version in column 1. This assumption is motivated

by RCE simulations, which show that the return-

flow layer is indeed shallow and restricted to the height

of the BL (Fig. 1, middle). The vertical part of

the induced circulation lowers the BL height of column

1 while the BL height of column 2 remains unaffected

(although h2 can still change according to a change

in uBL,2).

The equations of the two-column model are similar to

those for the homogeneous case [Eqs. (1)–(6)] but in-

clude advective terms and additional equations for the

return-flow layer. Also, we do not assume equilibrium

anymore but analyze the response of the system—the

circulation feedback—until a new equilibrium is

reached. As initial conditions for each column, we use

the equilibrium solution for homogeneous radiative

cooling (section 2).

The modified equations for column 1 are as follows:

›u
BL,1

›t
5Q

BL,1
1

A1 1

h
1

F
u,1
, (26)

›h
1

›t
5w

FT
1w

e,1
1w

s
5

Q
FT

G
1

AF
u,1

Du
1

2 ŷ0
h
1

X
1

, (27)

F
u,1

5C
d

�
V1

1

2
ŷ0
�
(u

sfc,1
2 u

BL,1
), and (28)

Du
1
5 u

rfl
2G

rfl

h
2
2 h

1

2
2 u

BL,1
. (29)

For column 2:

›u
BL,2

›t
5Q

BL,2
1

A1 1

h
2

F
u,2

1 ŷ0
u
BL,1

2 u
BL,2

X
2

h
1

h
2

, (30)

›h
2

›t
5w

FT
1w

e,2
5

Q
FT

G
1
AF

u,2

Du
2

, (31)

F
u,2

5C
d

�
V1

1

2
ŷ0
�
(u

sfc,2
2 u

BL,2
), and (32)

Du
2
5 u

0
1Gh

2
2 u

BL,2
. (33)

For the return-flow layer of column 1:

›u
rfl

›t
5Q

FT
2

�
w

FT
1

1

2
w

s

�
G
rfl
1 ŷ0rfl

u
BL,2

2 u
rfl

X
1

, (34)

ŷ0rfl 5 ŷ0
h
1

h
2
2 h

1

, and (35)

G
rfl
5
u
0
1Gh

2
2 u

rfl

0:5(h
2
2 h

1
)
, (36)

where the subscripts 1, 2, and rfl indicate that a variable

is associated with column 1, column 2, or the return-flow

layer, respectively. The horizontal sizes of the columns,

X1 andX2, are assumed to be equal (X1 5X2 5 100 km,

Table 1) and represent the size of a nonconvective area

(cf. to Fig. 1, left). Moreover, QFT, u0, G, and hence also

wFT, are assumed to be the same in column 1 and column

2. The temperature in the return-flow layer of column 1

is assumed to increase linearly with height with a gra-

dient of Grfl and is assumed to be equal to the FT tem-

perature at h2. The quantity urfl represents the mean

temperature of the return-flow layer. The vertical part of

the induced circulation reaches its maximum value, ws,

at h1. We assume that ws decreases linearly to zero at h2;

that is, that ŷ0rflis constant with height.

Physically, ws lowers the BL height of column 1

[Eq. (27)] andwarms the return-flow layer by subsidence

warming in addition to wFT [second term on the right-

hand side of Eq. (34)]. Advection of heat is included in

the prognostic equations for potential temperature in

FIG. 9. Sketch of the two-column model with radiative BL

coolingQBL being stronger in column 1 than in column 2 (jQBL,1j.
jQBL,2j $ jQFTj).
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column 2 due to the BL flow [last term on the right-hand

side of Eq. (30)] and in the return-flow layer due to the

return flow [last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (34)].

In Eq. (29), which defines the temperature jump at the

inversion, urfl 2 Grfl(h2 2 h1)/2 is the temperature just

above the inversion, that is, at the bottom of the return-

flow layer.

c. Transient response

We first discuss results for a stronger radiative BL

cooling in column 1 ofQBL,1524Kday21 and a weaker

radiative BL cooling in column 2 ofQBL,2 521Kday21

(Fig. 10). The surface temperature is equal in both col-

umns. For the control case with CdV 5 0.005m s21 and

usfc 5 301K, the BL height of column 1, h1, decreases as

expected because the circulation pushes the inversion

height down by an additional subsidence term ws. The

shallowing BL of column 1 leads to a warming compared

to the uncoupled case; that is, uBL,1 increases, while the

surface flux Fu,1 decreases. In column 2, the BL tem-

perature, uBL,2, decreases as expected because relatively

cold air is advected from column 1 into column 2. Also,

Fu,2 decreases because ŷ
0decreases. The increase in uBL,1

and the decrease of the temperature of the return-flow

layer in column 1, urfl, due to advection of air from the

BL of column 2, lead to a decrease in the temperature

jump at the inversion of column 1, Du1. The height of the
return-flow layer, hrfl 5 h2 2 h1, is initially about 50m

and increases in the following by about 200m, which is

the amount that h1 decreases.

Except for uBL,2 andFu,2, other variables in column 2 do

not change much. The approaching BL temperatures of

columns 1 and 2 (the cooler column 1 is warming while

the warmer column 2 is cooling) lead to a decrease in

pressure difference between the columns and therefore

to a decrease in the horizontal flow ŷ0 to about 1ms21.

The flow in the inversion ŷ0rfl also decreases strongly as a

result of both the decrease in ŷ0 and the increase in hrfl.

Despite the decrease in wind speed, a circulation is

maintained, and a new equilibrium is reached.

During transient adjustment, before the new equilib-

rium is reached, h1 and ŷ0 depict a clear minimum. It

would be interesting to see whether such a minimum in

particular for the BL height also exists if cloud processes

are included in the bulk model because this might have

the potential to evaporate a stratocumulus deck. In the

bulk model, the change of the BL height with time in

column 1 is given by the sum of three vertical velocities:

the FT subsidence velocity, the entrainment velocity, and

the vertical part of the induced circulation [Eq. (27)].

The FT subsidence velocity is directed downward and

constant in time because QFT and G are fixed. The en-

trainment velocity is directed upward but changes more

slowly in time than the induced circulation, whose

vertical component in column 1 is directed downward.

Therefore, h1 decreases initially due to a dominance of

FIG. 10. Transient response of the two-column model to heterogeneous radiative cooling. Simulation

parameters are the same as in Fig. 4, and initial conditions are the equilibrium simulations with homogeneous

radiative cooling applying a stronger radiative BL cooling in column 1 (QBL,1 5 24 K day21) than in column 2

(QBL,2521 K day21). Line colors indicate the column or the return-flow layer; line patterns indicate the case

setup.
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the induced circulation, which introduces a faster time

scale, but increases later due to a dominance of the

entrainment velocity. After about 2 days, a new equi-

librium is reached, in which the three vertical velocities

in column 1 balance.

If the surface coupling is stronger (CdV5 0.006ms21),

the BL height increases with radiative BL cooling, that is,

h1.h2 initially [section 2b(1)]. If h1.h2 with p1.p2, hrfl
is negative, and we assume that there is no return flow

above h2. However, a BL flow still develops, and, to sat-

isfy mass conservation, the air that is advected by ŷ0 from
column 1 to column 2 leads to an increase in h2 and a

decrease in h1 until h1,h2. The process happens very

quickly (within a few minutes), and the subsequent de-

velopment of the system is similar to the case of weak

surface coupling described before. In particular, the flow

in the BL, ŷ0, is very similar in magnitude to the control

case with weaker surface coupling.

For a higher surface temperature (usfc 5 302K), the

temperature in both columns changes more strongly

than in the control case. Also, hrfl is larger and h1 de-

creases more strongly in absolute terms. In relative

terms, h1 is about twice as large as hrfl, which is similar to

the control case. The flow in the BL ŷ0 is only slightly

weaker but overall again similar in magnitude to the

control case with lower surface temperature. This

suggests a strong negative feedback associated with the

circulation, which decreases ŷ0 to a similar magnitude

and makes the two-column model less sensitive to

changes in the parameters than in the homogeneous

setup in section 2.

d. Equilibrium solution

Focusing on the equilibrium solution of the two-

column model, we find that h1 decreases with larger

differences in radiative BL cooling between the columns

and with lower surface temperature (Fig. 11, left). This

decrease is qualitatively similar to the homogeneous

setup but stronger in magnitude (cf. to Fig. 4). Also,

uBL,1 decreases with larger difference in radiative BL

cooling andwith lower surface temperature but less than

in the homogeneous case. In particular, uBL,1 decreases

with decreasing surface temperature for the full range of

applied QBL,1 (Fig. 11, left)—contrary to the homoge-

neous case—because we,1 does not need to be constant

for changing surface temperature [Eq. (27)]. In column

2, where QBL,2 is constant, h2 does not change with in-

creasing difference in radiative BL cooling, but uBL,2
decreases slightly because of advection of colder air

from column 1.

The circulation in the BL is generally weak (ŷ0’
1ms21) for the heterogenous setup and decreases for

radiative BL cooling differences smaller than 1Kday21,

when theBL heights and theBL temperatures in column

1 and column 2 are close to each other (Fig. 11, left). In

the return-flow layer, ŷ0rfl depends strongly on hrfl and

increases when h1 approaches h2 for small radiative BL

cooling differences. For radiative BL cooling differences

larger than 1Kday21, the BL flow is surprisingly little

affected by the magnitude of the radiative BL cooling

difference or usfc (Fig. 11, left).

To compare the effectiveness of heterogeneous radi-

ative BL cooling and heterogeneous surface tempera-

tures in causing a shallow circulation (e.g., Lindzen and

Nigam 1987), we analyze the equilibrium solution of the

two-column model for the same radiative cooling rates

prescribed in both columns but a higher surface tem-

perature prescribed in column 2 than in column 1

(usfc,15 301K, usfc,2). The surface pressure in column 1

and column 2 is governed by two effects: for a large BL

height, the surface pressure will be high because BL air

is colder and hence denser than FT air; for a high BL

temperature, the surface pressure will be low because

warmBL air is less dense than colder BL air. Because for

increasing surface temperature the BL temperature in-

creases or decreases depending on the strength of the

radiative BL cooling [section 2b(2)], either of the two

effects can dominate. For strong radiative BL cooling,

the increase in surface pressure due to the increase in BL

height with surface temperature dominates over the

decrease in surface pressure due to the increase in BL

temperature so that column 2 has a higher surface

pressure. Therefore, the induced flow is directed from

the columnwith higher usfc to the columnwith lower usfc,

opposite of what we anticipate from a land–sea breeze.

Because we do not expect decreasing uBL with in-

creasing usfc to show up in nature [section 2b(2)], we do

not discuss the case of strong radiative BL cooling in

terms of the circulation feedback here. Note, however,

that a flow from areas of high usfc to areas of low usfc has

occasionally been observed in RCE studies of organiz-

ing convection (Hohenegger and Stevens 2016). We

suspect that, in these cases, other effects, such as dif-

ferences in radiative cooling, humidity, and evaporative

cooling have dominated the circulation’s direction and

strength.

Forweak radiativeBLcooling rates (QBL.22Kday21),

the BL temperature effect dominates, and p0
sfc,1, which is

associated with low usfc,1, is larger than p
0
sfc,2. Hence a BL

flow ŷ0 from column 1 to column 2 develops (Fig. 11,

right). Applying larger differences in surface tempera-

ture, hrfl and the difference between uBL,1 and uBL,2 in-

crease. The strength of the BL flow ŷ0 increases slowly
with increasing uBL,2 but also depends on the strength of

the radiative BL cooling. A difference in usfc of a few

kelvins causes a BL flow of approximately half the
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strength, as does a difference inQBL of a few kelvins per

day. Hence, for a shallow circulation to develop, dif-

ferences in radiative BL cooling can be as effective as

differences in surface temperature.

4. Conclusions

We develop a conceptual model to analyze the link

between low-level radiative cooling, surface forcing,

boundary layer (BL) properties, and a shallow circula-

tion, which has implications for determining the mech-

anisms for aggregation of convection and the formation

of a shallow meridional circulation over tropical oceans.

The conceptual model is representative for an equilib-

rium, dry, convective boundary layer and applies pre-

scribed horizontally homogeneous low-level radiative

cooling rates [Eqs. (1)–(6)]. It is found that, for a given

free-tropospheric forcing, the principle behavior of the

bulk model can be described by varying three external

parameters: the radiative BL cooling, the surface tem-

perature, and the strength of the surface coupling.

Nondimensional analysis shows that this dependence

can be reduced to two nondimensional parameters.

Large-eddy simulations without moisture and with

prescribed radiative cooling rates match the results of

the bulk model very well, which gives us confidence that

the formulation of the bulk model equations captures all

processes important for the equilibrium state.

We find that, depending on the strength of the cou-

pling to the surface, the BL height can decrease or in-

crease in response to increasing homogeneous radiative

BL cooling: for weak surface coupling the BL height

decreases with increasing radiative BL cooling, while for

strong surface coupling the BL height increases with

increasing radiative BL cooling. This change in behavior

is due to a dependence of the BL height on how fast the

surface flux changes with BL temperature. Physically, a

stronger radiative BL cooling decreases the BL tem-

perature, which perturbs the entrainment rate both

through an increase in surface flux and in inversion

strength. Depending on whether the effect of the surface

flux or the inversion strength dominates, the BL height

increases or decreases, respectively.

Another counterintuitive finding revealed by the

bulk model is that, for increasing surface temperature,

the BL temperature decreases if the prescribed radiative

BL cooling rates are strong. For weak radiative BL

cooling rates, the BL temperature increases with in-

creasing surface temperature, as expected. This behav-

ior is caused by the formulation of the entrainment at

the inversion, which implies that the ratio of the in-

version strength to the BL height is constant for fixed

FIG. 11. (left) Equilibrium solution of the two-column model h, uBL, and ŷ0rfl as a function of the difference in

radiative BL cooling between the columns. In column 1, QBL,1 is fixed between 21 and 26K day21. In column 2,

QBL,2521K day21 in all cases. Line patterns indicate the surface temperature, which is the same in both columns.

(right) As in the left panel, but as a function of the difference in surface temperature between the columns. In

column 2, usfc,2 is fixed between 301.0 and 305.0K. In column 1, usfc,15 301.0K in all cases. Line patterns indicate the

radiative BL cooling, which is the same in both columns. In both panels, line colors indicate the column or the

return-flow layer.
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radiative BL cooling rates. A positive perturbation in

surface temperature leads to an increase in BL height

and an associated increase in inversion strength. This

associated increase in inversion strength is proportional

to the increase in BL height only if the ratio of the

radiative BL cooling rate to the radiative free-

tropospheric cooling equals (A 1 1)/A, where A is the

inversion entrainment efficiency. If the ratio deviates

from this value, the BL temperature needs to adjust

so that the inversion strength remains proportional to

the BL height. For strong radiative BL cooling, this

requires a decrease in BL temperature for increasing

surface temperature.

Furthermore, we extend the bulk model to represent

horizontally heterogeneous radiative BL cooling

[Eqs. (26)–(36)]. As an initial response to heterogeneous

radiative BL cooling, a pressure deviation develops be-

tween the area of weak radiative BL cooling and the

area of strong radiative BL cooling. The shape and the

magnitude of the pressure deviation profiles agree well

with LES results. This pressure deviation then induces a

circulation that resembles the shallow circulation found

in simulations of organized moist convection.

To include the feedback of the induced circulation in

the bulk model, we assume that the height of the return

flow is limited by the BL height in the area with weak

radiative BL cooling. The induced circulation leads to a

new equilibrium, which is typically reached within

2 days. In this equilibrium, the BL height is reduced, and

the BL temperature is increased in the area of strong

radiative BL cooling compared to the uncoupled, ho-

mogeneous bulk model. Therefore, the pressure gradi-

ent between the two areas decreases, and the circulation

strength weakens. Despite this weakening, a horizontal

BL flow is maintained for all parameters tested when its

feedback on the BL structure is included. For a differ-

ence in radiative BL cooling stronger than 1Kday21, the

strength of the BL flow is about 1m s21 and only weakly

dependent on stronger radiative BL cooling or in-

creasing surface temperatures.

A shallow circulation caused by spatial differences in

radiative BL cooling is found to be comparable in

strength to a shallow circulation caused by spatial dif-

ferences in surface temperature. This result implies that

differences in radiative BL cooling should be considered

in order to understand the mechanisms for convective

aggregation and the formation of a shallow meridional

circulation over tropical oceans. This is also in line with

RCE simulations of organizing convection, where a

circulation due to surface temperature differences can

be found to be opposed to a circulation due to radiative

cooling differences, and the competition between the

two potentially leads to a delay in aggregation of

convection or to the circulation switching sign with time

(Hohenegger and Stevens 2016). Despite surface tem-

perature gradients, spatial differences in radiative BL

cooling should therefore also be considered as possible

mechanisms for the formation of shallow circulations.
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